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ABSTRACT 
After « study of several s»all businesses consider- 
ing the iaiplesientation of a computer systesi in their 
operations, an inescapable conclusion is that a great 
r 
deal of education of data processing consumers is in 
order. Preliminary systeas analyses and prelleinary 
systesi designs were done for six fires, final systesi 
designs were completed for four businesses and lapleaen- 
tations were done for four* The businesses studied for 
this report indicated that the Major source of knowledge 
for saall business owners/operators relating to coaputers 
is vendors, and in soae cases, that is the only source 
of their inforaation. In one case, a hardware systea was 
sold to a business owner for a specialized purpose when 
in fact it had the potential to be developed into a 
properly configured hardware/software systea utilised in 
a far aore effective way. The purpose of this thesis is 
to provide guidelines by exaaple for the saall business 
owner/aanager considering a coaputer systea, to aid in 
the educational process needed to aake effective use of 
the alcrocopputer in saall business. 
I. Introduction 
Subjects for this study of small business implemen- 
tations of microcomputer systems were six firsts, ranging 
in size from a three-employee proprietorship to a gonoral 
contracting firsi osiploying 60 parsons and grossing store 
than $10 eillion per year. The "small business** designa- 
tion was based more on the number and needs of systems 
users than in overall numbers of employees or gross in- 
come, and in no case was a shared logic nulti-user system 
implemented by these businesses, though in one case such 
a system was recommended. 
Of the six businesses surveyed, two already had hard- 
ware in place) in onm  case, for a specialised purpose, 
and for which specialised software had been purchased; in 
the second, the hardware was in place, but no applications 
software had been purchased and no software configuration 
developed* The latter was simply a case of putting the 
horse before the cart, since no study or analysis of cur- 
rent systems had been done prior to purchasing the hard- 
ware* Two of the businesses surveyed requested anonymity, 
and that wish is respected throughout this thesis. Work 
on the project began in August, 1981, and continues at 
the current time. 
Cost of systems implementation and length of pay- 
back period were major considerations in four of the six 
2 
case studies, and the'only surprising thing about that 
statistic was that cost/payback did not appear to ba of 
graat concarn to tha othar two firsts studied. One firsi 
concludad that coaplete systans i«ple*)entatlon would ba 
i 
unnacassary currantly, though Management baliavad growth 
of tha businass would load to automated data procassing 
to affactivaly countar a naad for additional offica per- 
sonnal. That firm's Management also concludad that 
aducation of its offica parsonnal in computer oparations 
would ba tha nost affactiva Mathod of Maating any futura 
naad for EOF oparations. Ona othar management axacutiva 
who concludad that cost-effectiveness was not a Major 
considaration appaarad constrained by budgat considera- 
tlons and apparently would not ba implementing an COP 
system prasantly. 
Nost of six buslnassas had in place systans designs 
which could easily be adapted to configure an BOP data- 
base for use with conventional, coasMircially available 
applications software; the Major problem was sorting 
input, database structures and selecting appropriate 
applications software froa the thousands of programs 
commercially available for microcomputers. 
Approaching the study of a business 
Small businesses, as tha subject for systeas 
X 
analysis, easily fall within established guidelines for 
analysis of lnfomatlon systarns. Indeed, tha sight stages 
of systems analysis generally acknowledged for tha ap- 
praisal of need for SOP intervention held very well for 
the saall business as well. Those divisions of study 
include: 
1. Conception 
2. Preliminary Analysis 
3. Systeal design 





The lifetime of a system configuration nay be in- 
estimable due to hardware and software advances alone, 
but one of the primary concerns in dealing with small 
businesses is the potential for growth, hence the poten- 
tial for growth of EDP involvement within a given opera- 
tion. One of the early solutions suggested by this 
study indicate that smell businesses build in growth 
potential for larger, multi-user systems. Both hardware 
manufacturers and software developers are making this an 
Class notes, CIS 422, "Analysis of Information 
Systems,** A. Kasasda, 9/1/81. 
easier option at tho outset. Most alcrocoaputer systeas 
available outside tho "hoae computer" aarket now have 
hard disk, tlaa-sharing systeas available as an add-an. 
Without dwelling on tha hardware of systeas configura- 
tions of saall businesses, even soaa of tha so-called 
"hoae computers" being usad in business applications have 
that option* 
Gathering of data to describe information systaas 
currantly in oparatlon was a Major task in analysing tha 
naada of a saall buslnass oparatlon. Indeed, avan tha 
tabla of organisation (though not tha tabla of powar) was 
difficult to discarn balow tha ownar/oparator in soaa 
of tha businesses studiad. Balow tha owner, claar Unas 
of authority did not always exist. 
On tha whole,however, definitions of duty and re- 
sponsibility ware clearly drawn, and those clearly de- 
fined roles ware Manifestly supportive of designing an 
COP systaa for saall businesses. Bach staff aeaber of 
nearly every business studiad could vary clearly describe 
the day-to-day operations for which he/she was respon- 
sible, and a larger picture of each business eaerged only 
as the result of dealing with individual personnel 
assignments. While aost of the employees had soaa notion 
of duties outside their own, the lower the individual 
in the tabla of organisation, tha less clear tha concept 
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and structure of the table of organisation* The method 
of. querying personnel was by personal interview, using 
standard foraat in Most casas — though sona axcaptions 
wars Made as nacassary — and Most parsons willingly 
answered interviewer's questions. 
Indeed, the general response among employees of the 
six fires surveyed was enthusiastic curiosity. Nearly 
all expressed an Interest in learning operation of the 
computer systeM, some expressed an Interest in learning 
More than Mere operation of the systeM, and two expres- 
sed More than a passing interest in learning prograssiing 
for use with their employers' systems. However, in one 
case, there was an express disinclination to accept the 
coMputer coming into the business, but the person who ex- 
pressed that dislike was near retireMent age and was not 
expected to participate in implementation or operation 
of the systeM, per se. Of the two who expressed Interest 
in acquiring More than an operations-only knowledge of 
their systems, both were furnished tutoring in progrash- 
Ming and rudimentary database design. It was clear in 
both cases that these eMployees would be the EDP Managers 
fer their firms, as much as the sise of the firms pereit- 
ted such a title and responsibility. 
In both of these cases, the system implementation 
was only partially cample tad by the researcher, with the 
ft 6 
expectation that the employee would finish installing the 
system for which the database configuration had already 
been established. 
The bases for studying snail business systeam con- 
figurations cane from a number of sources, and were 
subdivided into four categories: 
1. Preliminary Systems Analysis 
2. Preliminary Systems Design 
3. Final Systems Design and Configuration 
4. Systems Implementation 
As in the case of most systems analyses, the preliminary 
study work produced an overview of the business operation 
being studied} the preliminary systems design permitted 
Innovation in and conceptualisation of the database 
design and applications programming, and general outlines 
of hardware needss the final aystem design affirmed the 
areas of database design and applications programming 
needs, and made possible specifications for hardware and 
software requests for proposals from vendors) implemen- 
tation carried out the final system design and personnel 
assignment and training. 
  
Among then: Systems Analysis and Design, Leon 
Youssef, Prentice-Mall. 1975: A Practical Guide to Small 
Computers, Robert Hinder, Monarch Press, 1981• 
II. Preliminary Analyses 
A sample of tha typa of quastions submitted to em- 
ployees in tha for* of a personal interview appears on 
page 51* 
Organizational Overview 
The table of organisation was greatly simplified for 
the snailast of the businesses surveyed, since there was 
one owner/sianager and two persons working full-time for 
him. That business was TAD Automotive of Baston. The 
owner of the auto repair/body shop firm is Daryl Picard, 
who makes all management, clerical and scheduling 
decisions. Among his duties (besides the repair of 
autos), are the scheduling for repairs, vehicle inspec- 
tions and resultant loggings required by the Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation, choice of vendors from 
which to buy parts and supplies, tracking inventory, 
record-keeping, and collection of payment from customers. 
Some of the record-keeping duties have been delegated to 
a part-time office worker, but Picard oversees the office 
worker's performance. Below Picard on the table of 
organisation is everyone else, and all report directly 
to him. 
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Nets Mechanical is a Mechanical contracting fir* in 
Easton, employing cone 38 persons to design, install and 
Maintain commercial and industrial Mechanical systems, 
such as heating, cooling and ventilation, environmental 
controls such as air quality control within a building, 
and energy management for commercial and industrial in- 
stallations. There are 18 service technicians, 5 "pipe- 
fitters" who are also welders, 2 persons in Inventory 
and stockroom, 2 estimators, and 11 persons in office 
and managerial work, including the owner Bernard J. Nets. 
Beneath Nets on the table of organization are a service 
manager, an office manager, and an area foreman* Those 
managers, together with the estimators, report directly 
to Nets, though the implementation of the management 
structure at the company is informal and it is not un- 
common to see the chain of command bypassed if advice or 
approval is needed immediately by a subordinate. The 
office manager is responsible for payroll, billing pay- 
able*, general ledger accounting, insurance end other 
office and clerical functions, with a staff of four. The 
area foreman is responsible for supervision of pipefitters, 
making field estimates, vehicle maintenance schedules, 
and other tasks generally associated with field work. 
The service manager is responsible for the supervision of 
service technicians and inventory and stockroom control. 
R. Johnson Associates, Inc., is actually two opera- 
tions under one corporate umbrella: a corporate holder 
of a distributorship for franchises for ServiceMaster, a 
cleaning service based in Chicago, and the operator of 
several of those franchises in the Allentown-Bethlehea- 
Easton area, as well as areas in western and southern New 
Jersey. The table of organisation considered for this 
study is that of the ServiceMaster franchise operations, 
not that of the corporate structure. Robert Johnson, 
president of the first, directly supervises three 
Managers; general operations, office and warehouse/ 
vehicle. The operations Manager is responsible for the 
day-to-day functioning of the industrial and commercial 
cleaning service franchises operated by Johnson. The 
office Manager is responsible for hiring, payroll, 
record-keeping and other clerical and office functions. 
The warehouse/vehicle Manager is responsible for Main- 
taining inventory and vehicles for the Johnson operations. 
The Office of Public Information at Lehigh University 
eaploys six persons permanently and three persons on a 
periodic, part-time basis. Of those employed perManently, 
two are office/secretarial personnel, three are writers 
and one, Sam Connor, is the director of OPI. There are 
two assistant directors, one for news and one for sports, 
10 
the latter also holding the title of Sports Information 
Director. Connor surveys incoming information, assigns 
story coverage, edits news releases, oversees scheduling 
of personnel and releases, interviews and hires permanent 
and part-time employees* The Sports Information Director 
is responsible for media arrangements at sporting events, 
sports news releases, various team publications, and 
other tasks related to sports publicity. The other 
assistant director at OPI is essentially a writer, with 
responsibility for supervision in the director's absence. 
The other two firms surveyed requested anonymity, 
and will be referenced as Quality Metalworks and Samuel 
Pepys Contractors. 
Quality metalworks is a sheet metal shop and con- 
tractor, as well as a dealer for heating, cooling and 
ventilation systems and employs some 20 persons in the 
conduct of its business. The firm, below the corporate 
level, operates with three managers. One of the three 
is responsible for supervising shop operations in the 
sheet metal fabrication portion, as well as providing 
estimates for smaller custom work in that area. The 
second manager is responsible for heating, cooling and 
ventilation estimates, planning, supervision of 
11 
technicians, inventory and product update. The third 
■anagar is rasponsibla for supervision of the office 
staff, liaison with design engineers on larger fabrica- 
tions and estinates for larger sheet natal operations. 
Each of the three has field foremen in his areas re- 
porting directly to hi*, or in the case of the third 
manager, the office Manager. 
Samuel Pepys Contractors is a general contracting 
firm, working in the industrial and commercial construc- 
tion industry. It employs sone 60 workers and has an 
office staff of five persons, including the owner. The 
owner employs a general manager directly responsible for 
all operations within the business, and the field manager 
and office Manager report directly to the general Manager. 
The field Manager has project Managers on each job re- 
porting to hiM, and they in turn have field foremen work- 
ing under their auspices. 
Operations and Special Interest Areas 
For purposes of this section, the study will focus 
on areas of special concern or interest to the six sub- 
ject businesses. In summary, for T a D, it was the 
firM's accounting systea and tracking work orders; for 
Metz, the priMary concern was for an overall system 
12 
dasign and in particular for using thair custoaar sarvica 
raporta as aourca docuaanta for Much of thair data baaa; 
at Johnson Assoc., tha araas of inventory control and 
applicant racords were tha foci of tha study; at tha 
Offica of Public Information, tha handling and produc- 
tion of naws releases; at Quality Netalworks, tracking 
labor hours to anabla closar estiaates on fabrication 
projects; at Pepys, to handla payablas in a way which 
would anabla job cost controls to ba established. 
T a D Autoaotive - Tha ganaral oparation can ba dascribad 
as follows: A custoaer is schadulad according to opan 
datas on tha oparation'a calendar, brings his/har car in 
for work upon tha appointad data, with parts/supplias 
having baan ordarad in advanca of tha appointaent. Tha 
work ordar is coaplatad aftar talking with tha custoaar, 
and tha work schadulad during tha noraal workday. Be- 
causa T ft D is a "cash only" businass, with no racaivablas, 
payaant is aada upon delivery of tha auto to tha custoaar 
or upon pick-up of tha auto by tha custoaar. A suaaary 
of aach work ordar is antarad onto a tally shaat with 
custoaar naaa, total labor, total parts a supplias, in- 
spection, subtotal, aalas tax and grand total, and that 
inforaation is totallad aach day of businass. At tha 
and af aach aonth, tha dally totals ara entered for in- 
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come Into the PAL (profit and loss) statement. 
Labor hours are calculated for each Job by a "flst- 
rata" manual published by the automotive industry, and 
those figures Multiplied by the hourly rate charged by 
TAD.  Inspection work is recorded on the work order and 
on the inspection report required by the Commonwealth. 
Parts ordered for a particular work order, or parts 
taken from inventory are entered onto a separate work- 
sheet of items purchased for re-sale required by the 
Commonwealth sales tax department* Parts invoices for 
items ordered for a particular job and from a vendor are 
kept as original entry documents for tax accounting pur- 
poses, and for inventory tracking in the case of parts 
or supplies taken from inventory. Other payables for the 
business operation are classified according to general 
ledger category for expenses within the PAL statement. 
Payroll is independent of these operations, since the 
wage is independent of piecework at T a D. See figure on 
page 52. 
At Nets, service work is reported through a customer 
service report, which includes labor and materials used 
in a given maintenance operation, which may be either 
regularly scheduled maintenance or an emergency service 
call. The wage hours for technicians are kept on a 
separate tlmecard, and the two (timecards and customer 
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service reports) are correlated dally for billing and 
payroll purposes. Estimators, foremen, managers and 
office workers are paid a weekly salary and fall outside 
the purview of the timecard-service report system. 
Regularly scheduled maintenance activities are tracked 
on a large board by month and day according to mainten- 
ance contracts, which include frequency of service. 
Nets*a primary area of concern is not incorporating the 
computer into its general office operations (payroll, 
payables, receivables, general ledger and tax accounting) 
at the current time, but in having a system designed for 
future implementation, and in the incorporation of 
dedicated microcomputer systems for special purposes. 
For example, the firm now uses a TKS-80 to run load- 
estimating programs to calculate heat loss and heating, 
cooling and ventilation requirements for commercial 
buildings, and the firm believes the hardware and soft- 
ware have been cost-effective for that use alone. Simi- 
larly dedicated use is planned for a microcomputer system 
to monitor and control emergy use in commercial buildings 
to reduce peak useage of electricity, enabling customers 
to obtain a lower rate from the utility companies. Por 
the most part, the study conducted for Nets concentrated 
on designing a data base for use with the traditional 
business system, particularly payroll, though some effort 
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was applied toward incorporating special-purpose program- 
ming into tho overall schema* Soo figure, pago 53. 
R. Johnson Assoc. managomont indicated a nood for 
automation in several aroas of its operation, specifically 
•xcluding payroll from consideration, but including in- 
ventory. Invoicing and re-orders to ServiceMaster, per- 
sonnel record-keeping and telephone interview records, 
accounts listing and others* Johnson furnishes equip- 
ment and supplies to two basic groups: its own cleaning 
service franchise customers, and other franchises under 
its distributorship* Occasionally, it sells to outside 
customers, but that is a rare exception and handled as a 
sale to another franchise* The study of R* Johnson 
Assoc* dealt primarily with inventory* personnel records, 
sales records and accounts listings* The figure on page 
54 shows the schema for inventory record-keeping and the 
subsequent data base design thereof, while the database 
design for personnel records was implemented using a 
standard database management system (DataStar) which 
proved sufficient for the needs of Johnson* In the past, 
use of cleaning supplies and equipment in the franchise 
operations was not monitored by the corporation simply 
because of a time-manpower problem with coordinating 
supplies and equipment used in a given building cleaning 
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assignment* Inventory was controlled only through a 
physical inventory takan by tha warehouse Manager onco 
a Month. However, tha database did exist in the form 
of supply orders to be filled by the warehouse Manager, 
and those orders could fora a portion of an CDP data- 
base whose Interaction would help establish an inventory 
control system, one of the goals of the study of the 
3 
Johnson firm*  Other goals of the Johnson study included 
a search-retrieval aystew for telephone screening of job 
applicants to ascertain whether they had applied for 
prior positions, reasons for rejection at that time and 
other pertinent data while the prospective applicant was 
still talking with the screener. 
The Office of Public Information at Lehigh University 
requested concentration in two areas during a study of 
its operations: Would the use of an automated data proces- 
sing system free time for writers, to be better utilised 
in researching and writing news released? Would an EOP 
system make the production of news releases more efficient 
in a cost-effective manner? The general flow of informa- 
tion relating to news releases within OPI can be 
characterised as follows: the director (or assistant) 
originates a story idea, (though sometimes it comes from 
3 
Report of Preliminary Analysis, R. Johnson Assoc., 
Inc., Curtis Reeve, October 15, 1981 
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the writer or an outside source) and from there the 
specific suggestion for a story is passed to a writer. 
The writer researches a story, using original contact 
sources, data within reference Materials, OPI files, 
and announcements free departments and organisations 
within the University. After researching the informa- 
tion, the writer produces a news release (at tiaes a 
first draft, then a second) and passes the news release 
to the director or assistant director* Proe there, the 
news release is edited, scheduled for production (and 
subsequent release to the public), and turned over to 
the office staff, which handles the actual production of 
the news releases in quantities needed for each Mailing 
list (specified by the director). Office personnel type 
Mimeograph stencils of the release, and submit proof 
copies to the original writer, who proofreads it and 
returns the corrected version to office personnel. The 
corrected Mimeograph stencil is then used to print the 
requisite copies to be folded by Machine, then hand- 
stuffed into envelopes for Mailing. Pre-addressed en- 
velopes are used in the stuffing process, and the en- 
velopes are printed by another campus agency. In addi- 
tion to the production of news releases the Management 
of OPZ wished to explore ways of reducing writers* time 
in doing routine research, of a biographical nature, 
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which is currently carried out by Marching out 0*1 files, 
University biographical data and other sources. A study 
of writers' time allocations Indicated that as Much as 
20 percent of their time is dedicated to researching 
aore-or-less routine data to be used in news releases. 
Moreover, writers' tie* is currently being spent in 
proofreading, corrections and routing of copy froa office 
to office. See figure, page 55. ■•> 
i 
I.... . 
Quality Metalworks derives some 80 percent of  its 
gross income froa the fabrication of sheet aetal com- 
ponents for ceaaercial and industrial installation, and 
while the fira was interested in an overall systea design, 
the eaphasis was on cost and production control for these 
sheet aetal fabrications. Another consideration in 
systea design for Quality was the ability to use com- 
mercial software for specialized purposes, such as heat 
loss estiaating for the heating, ventilation and air con- 
ditioning aspect of the fira's business, which accounts 
for about 20 percent of its gross income. In general, 
the fira requires each sheet aetal worker to coaplete a 
daily timecard listing hours spent on each job, and those 
hours are totalled for each job each day to enter into a 
4Jteport of Preliminary Analysis To Office of Public 
Information, Lehlgh University, Curtis Reeve, reb. 26, 
1982. 
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jearnal recording hours to bo bllledf no correlation is 
drawn between tho nuaber of hours spout on a job and the 
nuaber of labor-hours estlaated for a Job unless thoro 
ia a gross overage of hours spent as against hours 
•stiaated. Evan so, tho flra is obliged to honor its 
contract cowl font and aust slaply absorb hours boyond 
tho estiaatea* Ths tlaecard also is usad to coaputo 
payroll, of course. Tho question of production control 
(tho nuabor of hours spent/total hours allocated vs. 
percentage coaplation) is boyond tho swans of tho 
Managers currently, priaarily bocausa of tiao con- 
straints.5 
Papys aanagoaont axprassod intorost in ovorall 
design, but placed oaphasis on developaent of a data 
base design and progressing for application in an ac- 
counts payable systea with soae special considerations. 
Invoices for Materials and supplies arrive at the fira 
daily froa vendors and subcontractors, and are filed ac- 
cording to vendor haae or subcontractor* Once a Month, 
the invoices are totalled for each vendor or subcon- 
tractor, and the totals split according to job nuMber, 
of which there are about two dozen. The nuabor of in- 
voices per vendor or subcontractor varies froa as few as 
Report of PreJiainary Analysis to Quality Natal- 
work a, Curtis Reeve, March 17, 1982. 
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five to as many as three dozen par Month* It is not un- 
common for Papys offica personnel to be handling sore 
than 300 Invoices monthly, and the volume of work in- 
volved in totalling the invoices, splitting the totals 
according to job and entering the "split" totals in- 
dicated a need for automation of the task. Additionally, 
management indicated a need for Job controls similar to 
those needed by Quality, except in Pepys's case for 
vendors, it was material, not labor, Which needed 
watching. In the case of subcontractors, Pepys needs to 
be able to measure percentage of job completion against 
percentage of contract price paid, the first of which 
is calculated on-site, and the second of which is calcu- 
lated from subcontractors' invoices. 
Report of Preliminary Analysis to Samuel Pepys 
Contractors, Curtis Reeve April 10, 1982. 
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III. Preliminary Systems Design 
In smaller business operations, even more so than in 
larger firms, budget constraints enter heavily into 
decisions involving automated data processing activities 
and plans; though once the decision to invest was made, 
most of the businesses were not primarily concerned with 
cost-effedtiveness and length of payback period of the 
investment. 
TAD Automotive, as the smallest business surveyed, 
was the one most concerned with cost and payback period* 
Picard's goal was to displace his accountant's fees with 
repayment of any loans necessary to make equipment pur- 
chases (hardware and software) and to carry him through 
system implementation and installation costs* Those 
costs totalled $65 per month, and he wanted at payback 
period of two years or less, which permitted a budget 
figure of slightly more than $1,500 for the project* In 
hardware alone, that meant a restriction to a cassette 
system at the outset, with expansion to a diskette system 
possible after the system had exhausted the payback 
period and had proven satisfactory for the short-term 
needs of the firm* Initially, the data base was 
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established in three areas: Tracking of work orders by 
dato and customer name; tracking parts purchased for re- 
sale, and keeping a general ledger record on the Machine. 
Because the system used cassette storage, file inter- 
action was eliminated to simplify the task for the user. 
The parts file and work order files were combined into 
one data file for ease of utilisation, and the general 
ledger data became the second data file. Applications 
programs were needed for at least two areas, and maybe 
three: Work order history and report-generation, parts 
purchased for re-sale history and report generation, and 
general ledger accounting and report generation. It is 
possible to combine the first two applications programs, 
since both work order and parts data would be daily 
entry tasks, and even a small machine could accommodate 
a program encompassing both functions, as well as the 
appropriate report generation routines. Because of the 
restrictions of reading from, and writing to, cassette 
tape files, core memory sise of the hardware would be 
the determining factor on the sise the data tables con- 
tained within each program, and the subsequent sise of 
the data files on tape. Currently, microcomputer core 
memory is less expensive than permanent storage} 64K of 
RAN can be obtained easily for less than $500, while 
mini-diskette drives may cost more than $1000 for a pair, 
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and still require a Minimal of 48K (Most system) to 
operate because of space allocations needed for a disk 
oparatin9 ayataou A caasatta drive, on tha othar hand, 
raqulraa about IK of Monitor SOU, and tha hardware con- 
trol lar* 
•fata Machanical, on tha othar hand* was pursuing ona 
aapact of overall ayataM design at tha tiae tha fira was 
studiads Payroll, as ralatad to ita customer service 
reports, and overall payroll data base and prograMMlng 
raquiraMants* Bacauaa aach service tachnlcian Manually 
coMplataa ona custOMar service report per call, in- 
cluding such infomation as custOMar none, hours spant, 
task, parts usad and contract nusfear, tha raport appaarad 
to ba tha placa to start to establish tha databasa for 
payroll, and furthar could ba usad to astablish a data- 
basa for an inventory control ayateeu Tha payroll dark 
daily checks all custOMar service reports againat tieo 
career (also coMpletad by technicians) to ascertain that 
an eight-hour day was filled by each of the technicians, 
and enters the total for each technician into a Journal, 
noting any overtlMe or doubletiae to be paid to the 
technicians. On a weekly baais, totals for each tech- 
nician are entered onto a journal worksheet, and onto the 
eaployee's individual work history card, along with all 
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deductions, employer contributions, etc. Additionally, 
the payroll dork enters weakly union-associated deduc- 
tions and assessaents to a worksheet, and fills out a 
union-furnishad assessaents report. Thraa sats of data 
war a considered as the base for the payroll systea for 
technicians. The first was a relation called WR 
(Worker's Rate) and included as attributes Name, Soc. 
Sec. No., Hourly Rate, and deductions for a standard 
workweek in the record structure. The second was a data 
file called UP (Union Payaents) and included as attri- 
butes Data, Maae, Gross Wages/Week, and Union Payaents 
in three categories. The third file would consist of a 
record structure auch the saae as the weekly payroll 
worksheet and was called PR (Payroll). The source file 
feeding the three data files was to be called C3R 
(Custoaer Service Report) and the record structure for 
CSR included Technician's Maae, Custoaer Maae, Date — 
all key fields ~ task perforated, contract nuaber (if 
any), parts used, and comments. Data entry into the 
source file would be accomplished by using a "fora" 
generated by a Data Base Management Systea called Data- 
Star, to assure consistent record structure. Laying the 
groundwork now by proper design of the CSR data struc- 
ture would assure that the data could later be in- 
corporated into two other systeas, inventory and 
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receivables, sine* billings are drawn alaost entirely 
froa customer service reports. Application* prograaaing 
was needed for two basic areas: First to weakly raad 
tha CSR filas and write to tha PR fila aftar performing 
i 
the necessary calculations on tha base pay and with- 
holding rates after reading WRt the worker*s rate file; 
and third, to write to the UP data file of all union- 
associated payaents. Additionally, report generators 
were needed for weekly, Monthly, quarterly and annual 
reports for the above three areas, customer service 
sussiarles, payroll suaaaries, and union payaent sua- 
aaries. Because Hets eaployees have a relatively large 
number of payroll deductions, the fira does not list 
thea on the check stub, and instead encloses a listing 
ef deductions with each check. That listing should 
also be generated by the payroll systea being considered. 
Hets already had hardware in place — a TRS 80 Model 
II with 64K aeaory, four 8-inch floppy diskette drives 
and a 132-coluan, high-speed dot aatrix printer. 
Manageaent was advised that while that hardware would 
suffice for the payroll-custoaer service software, it 
would be insufficient once a payables, receivables or 




For Johnson, the primary task was two-fold: Develop 
an inventory control system, and develop a Method for 
quickly chocking a telephone applicant to ascortain 
whether tho parson alraady had appliad to tha company for 
a position. Tha sacond task was tha aasiar, sinca keyword 
saarch is a faatura of most, if not all, of tha databasa 
managamsnt systasis of farad for microcomputer usars today. 
It appaarad tha most effective kay for tha parsonnal 
racord structure was tha social facurity number, sinca 
thara could ba no assuranca of a "Match" with any other 
attribute (an applicant calling for the second ties 
eight, for exanple, use a first initial in this call, 
where before he had used a first naee). Again, the use 
of a commercial DBMS was needed to assure consistency 
in the data structure, since the database would be used 
by later progressing to establish personnel files. The 
inventory control system used five data structures, each 
representing a different data file in the preliminary 
design stages. The first record structure represented a 
product listing and consisted of a stock nuaber, product 
description, unit cost and unit price. The second 
record structure was to be used in the Master inventory 
data file and consisted of everything in the product 
listing record, plus minimum, maximum and current stock 
levels. While the two data files and record structures 
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are somewhat redundant, the inventory structure needed 
the product listing subset because of discrepancies in 
utilization, i.e. some items carried in the product 
listing are never carried in inventory, only used as 
carry-through re-sale items to other ServiceMaster 
franchisees. The third and fourth record structures 
were to be used as supply order forms for contract ser- 
vices (buildings being cleaned by the Johnson fran- 
chises), in which case they employed the unit cost 
figures from the product listing, and order forms for 
other franchisees or "outside" customers, in which case 
the unit price figures from the product listing records 
were used* The fifth record structure for the inventory 
control system was one used for a re-order form. Much 
like the third and fourth structures, it included name 
and address (of supplier, rather than customer), ship- 
ping information, and product listings and quantities. 
Applications programming to implement the inventory con- 
trol system would need a number of features: The ability 
to read data files from the master Inventory, contract 
services orders, customer orders, and reorders} generate 
a master inventory activity report, re-order report of 
those items below minimum level) update inventory, and 
allow entry of new items into inventory. The original 
estimate by Johnson management of 300 inventory items 
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was inadequate, and it appeared that nearly twice that 
number would have to be designed into programing ef- 
forts. Additional challenges to the programing effort 
included recycled items, such as mops being returned 
for cleaning to again be dispensed to job supervisorsy 
and cleaning chemicals which are diluted before use and 
therefore have an enter-exit ratio below 1:1. A look 
at the structure of the Johnson organisation wade it 
clear that the system would eventually be utilised by 
Multiple users, and hardware specifications were begin- 
ning to emerge with that prospect in Bind. However, the 
size of the operation and the data and programing files 
necessary to make a successful adaptation to BOP pro- 
cedures also made it clear that a microcomputer applica- 
tion would be appropriate. 
Lehigh's Office of Public Information need was 
essentially one of word processing, and word processing 
systems abound (for better or worse) on the Lehlgh campus 
However, it was also clear that the system would need 
shared logic — a larger, multi-user system because each 
of the writers would need a work station, as would the 
director, and at least one of the office workers, and all 
would need to share the data base and applications progr 
ming. While commercial word-processing software would be 
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appropriate for 0*J»a UM, the also of the data base and 
the fact of Multi-user would suggest something larger 
than an eight-bit Machine and hard-disk storage Memory. 
Overall, preliminary system dasign was as smch (or «ora) 
concerned with hardware as software because of these 
factors and one other: Tha large volume of printed 
Material leering OH each day* In an informal survey of 
three weeks' output from OPI, tha following results in- 
dicate tha volume of printed Materials produced. In 
week one, 25 news releases ware published, totaling 
34,930 characters, and 3,920 copies ware printed, for an 
output of 137 Million characters; in week two, 23 news 
releases, 23,620 characters and 2,100 copies; and in 
week three, 45,150 characters in 40 news releases and 
3,955 copies* As budget considerations ware the prlMary 
factor in a conversion to an autoaated word-processing 
systeM, clearly a solution would have to be found else- 
where than having all news releases system-printed, 
since printers capable of handling that VOIUMO of 
Material are priced at about $20,000 and up* 
Quality Metalwork's need to track production costs 
for larger sheet Metal fabrication projects led to 
design in two areas: Labor and Materials cost control. 
Since each sheet Metal worker filled out a daily time- 
J0 
card with hours spent on •sen job' and with materials 
used, tha sourca documents for an automated system al- 
ready axlstad in raw form, lacawsa tha system would 
avantually encompass payroll as wall, a data fila 
described as a relation consisting of employee's naae, 
Social Security number, hourly wage rate and standard 
deductions was established as one of four data bases. 
The second was a record consisting of employee na«e, 
hours worked, job identification nuaber, Materials used* 
and date* The third was a record consisting of job 
identification nuaber, description, labor (in dollars), 
materials and data. A fourth data file was established 
using a record with the following attributes: Materials 
type, gauge, unit price. The applications programing 
would access these four data files to produce reports 
detailing costs-to-date on any job indicated by the user. 
A microprocessor appeared to be a reasonable alternative 
for use by Quality, since the volume of entries within 
each data file would be limited to the number of em- 
ployees times the number of jobs. However, since some 
specialised software use was anticipated in the off- 
hours at home by one of the managers, the firm would 
need communications capabilities and the ability to ex- 
pand to a larger, multi-user system when payroll, in- 
vaatory and other functions came on-line. 
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Por Popys, the problems in paytblti wtrt Much the 
same as those for Quality, in production control, oxcopt 
tho reporting requirements differed somewhat, and Popys 
was concarnod with materials, not labor. Popys wished 
to tie accounts payable to both job progress and sub- 
contractor contract price, using their incoalng in- 
voices* for this reason, a preliminary data file was 
designed using job (or subcontractor) naae and number, 
and contract price* The file would be also used to file 
breakdowns for specific portions of larger job, such as 
steelwork for a given project when appropriate. A job 
history suswary would be kept with record attributes of 
date, vendor or subcontractor, and amount and one such 
data file would be established for each of approximately 
a dosen jobs in progress at any one time. A third data 
structure would be established for vendors and sub- 
contractors, with attributes of name and Identification 
number, job numbers, and date. The applications program 
would be a report generator using the three established 
data files. Though accounts payable systems are readily 
available commercially, the report generation features 
of most are sorely lacking, and for this reason, Popys 
was willing to have its own data base designed and its 
own applications program written. As in the case of 
Nets, Pepys already had hardware — a TRJ 80 Model IX, 
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with two disk drives and 132-column, high-speed dot Matrix 
printer, and it appeared the hardware was sufficient for 
the task at hand. 
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IV. Final Systems Design and Implementation 
With the exception of the Public Information Office, 
which was constrained by budget considerations, the 
businesses under study underwent at least partial final 
system design and implementation, and some were still in 
the process of installation as of Nay, 1982. The data 
Manipulation language (DHL) of choice was unfortunately 
■ASIC, unfortunate because BASIC is not a strongly typed 
language, nor is it well -structured | Indeed, some BASIC 
programmers apparently believe a structured language is 
one in which the For-Next loops are indented. However, 
the DBMS software available for microcomputers generates 
data files usable by BASIC. In some cases, COBOL- 
readable files could be generated, but the sise of a 
COBOL compiler leaves little program space in a 64K 
system and both COBOL compilers and applications programs 
are far sore costly than those in BASIC. The choice 
for most of the systems was Microsoft BASIC-80, a version 
which operates both under CP/N* and under the TRJ-80 disk 
operating systesi TRSDOS. This particular type of BASIC 
supports two types of data files, sequential and random 
access. Briefly, the sequential data file record can be 
of any length, any field can be up to 255 characters, and 
•CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc. 
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coaaas are used as data separators in both strings and 
numeric types. Tha disadvantage is that data an try to 
tha fila is sequential, i.e. new data mist ba writ tan to 
tha and of tha existing data fila, which means tha antira 
fila a*ist ba raad into a scratch fila, tha naw data 
writ tan to tha scratch fila at tha and of tha old data, 
and tha scratch fila renamed to tha old fila name, if it 
is to ba retained. Random accass filas, on tha othar 
hand, can ba writ tan to at any point because tha racord 
structvra is rididly dafinad batwaan hardwara and software. 
A racord is doflnad in buffar field langths by tha number 
of bytas occupiad by each attributa or field. Whereas 
a saquantial fila can only ba opanad in either a raad 
node or a write mode, a randoa accass fila is opanad in 
both, and onca data is located, it can ba altered and 
written back to tha same racord without destroying tha 
reaalnder of tha fila. Unlike saquantial filas, which 
are stored in ASCII representation, randoa accass files 
are stored in packed binary, requiring less disk space. 
The priaary drawback to randoa accass filas is an in- 
creased complexity in programming for thea; each data 
record read aust ba unpacked and its attributes checked 
before either progressing to the next racord or writing 
<■•-" 7 
new data back to tha same record*  Another drawback is 
 -  
Pt** flit frffgrfHWlp;,1n f«f^, Mnkel • Brown, John Wiley a Sons, Inc.,  1981. 
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that record lengths arc liaited to 128 bytes in single- 
density fornat, and 256 bytes in double-density disks, 
tha langth in bytas of a sactor. 
As tha above inforaation ralatad to disk BASIC, nona 
of it was applicabla to T a 0 Autoaotive bacausa budget 
considerations iaposed a liaitation of $1,500 for tha 
project. Bacausa of a concern for quality consonants, 
Picard settled on Heath equipment which did not represent 
state-of-the-art but which was, nonetheless, known to be 
reliable. The hardware included an 8080A Microprocessor 
with 32K RAN, serial and cassette I/O board, terainal and 
dot aatrix printer. The systea was interfaced with a 
pair of GE cassette tape recorders, one for reading and 
one for writing files. The choice of hardware dictated 
use of Benten Harbor Extended Basic, which in a cassette 
systea recognises three types of BASIC files: Type 4) 
BASIC prograas only; type 5) BASIC data only, and type 6) 
7 
BASIC prograa and data.  The preliainary design out- 
lined in section III was followed, except that files of 
type 6 ware used, rather than those of types 4 and 5, 
which siaplifaed the loading and duaping of files to tape. 
Picard can obtain aonthly profit-and-loss stateaents, 
Heath Computer Systeas Reference Manual, Heath 
Coapany, Benton Harbor, Mich., 1980. 
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on* copy to bo stored with tho cassette containing the 
month's history for tho general ledger; a Monthly or more 
froquont summary report of work ordors; a Monthly or aoro 
frequent roport of work ordors by customer name; and 
Monthly roport of parts bought for stock or re-sale. 
While tho systoM can hardly bo described as elegant, 
it does appear to Meet the needs of the user, provide hia 
with necessary record-keeping and reports and greatly 
simplify those tasks. 
For Nets, the system used a relational data base 
established with four relations or record types. The four 
relations,^ described in the preliminary system design and 
here in greater detail, were: 
WR(Mamo.* £££• Sec. No., Code,9 Hourly Sate, 
. Deductlonal, 0eductlon2, Deduction3, 
Deduction*, Deduction5, Deductlon6, 
Deduction?, Employersharel, Employershare2, 
Employershare3) 
UP(Date. Memo. Gresswages, Unlonpmtl, Unionpmt2, 
U>iIonpmt3T 
**<*&*§.» Hf*t» Hours, Grosswaooa, DeductionU-7), 
Employershara(l-3), Unlonpmt(l-3), Netwages) 
CSR(Dato. CustoMernaMo, Contract Mo., Job or 
P.O. Mo., Memo. Taskdescriptlon, Hours. 
Remarks) 
  
The code specified T -technician; P - foreman; 
S - supervisory personnel; 0 - office personnel (non- 
union). 
* Key fields are underlined throughout. 
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The applications program used CSR and WR as input files 
to calculate payroll and despite tha apparent redundancy 
in WR and PR, tha values of tha attributes diffarad de- 
ponding On tha number of hours aach hourly wage-earner 
incurred in a 9!van pay period (one week). UP and PR 
were the output files for the applications program, and 
the following reports were generated: 
1. Weekly payroll record 
2. Weekly union payments 
3. Monthly payroll totals 
4. Quarterly individual pay histories 
5. Quarterly payroll totals 
6* Payroll deduction slips 
The ONBS adopted for entry into the data file using the 
CSR records was DataStar, since it would assure record 
consistency and would make it easy for the non-technical 
user to enter data. The "form* generated by the DBMS 
used no external file-derived fields, and entered the 
data into an associated sequential data file* The re- 
mainder of the data, files were of the random access type 
to save diskette space* The applications program was 
menu-driven and chained a series of smaller programs for 
various tasks (primarily updating files and searching to 
produce reports)* While doing weekly payroll, a number 
of prompts to the user assures that all salaried workers 
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are covered,. that hourly wag* workers' hours not covered, 
by customer service reports are included in payroll, and 
that other tasks are completed before calculating payroll. 
For Johnson Associates* the portion of the system 
design encompassing inventory control was straightforward, 
but the record structure was complex in that the number 
of entries in a given record varied; i.e. there were many 
null entries in the records of any file consisting of 
orders to customers or re-orders to suppliers. For the 
theoretical database, two types of subschema were 
established: 
Orderl(Quantity, description, stocknumber. 
unitcost, subtotal) 
Order2(Quantity, description, stocknumber« 
unitprlce, subtotal) 
Using these two relations within other record structures 
simplified visualizing the overall database design, and it 
was for that purpose they were introduced. The redord 
structures used in the final inventory control system 
design included: 
Productllst(Stocknumber. Description, Unitcost, 
Unitprice) 
Invsn(Productlist). Minimum, Maximum, Currentlevel, 
Lastrecorderdate) 
SUPPIvorder(Order#. Pate. Account, Building, 
Shippingdate, (Orderl), Subtotal2, 
Tax, Total) 
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Invoice(0£djejr£, £i£ff Customeraame, Addressl, 
Address2, Address3, Shippingdate, 
Shlpvia, (Order2), Subtotal2, Tax, 
Freight, Total) 
Reorder(Order*. Pata. Vendorname, Addressl, 
Addraas2, Address3, Shippingdate, 
Shipvia, (Ordarl), Subtotal2, Tax, 
Freight, Total, Backordar(Ordarl)) 
The DBMS, again DataStar, was usad to generate forts for 
all data an try into aach of tha records, although aftar 
initial data was antared into Productlist and Inven, 
applications programing was tha usual method of altaring 
data raluaa. Stock numbers praflxad with an "R" were 
racyclad itarns, such as tha sops described in tha pre- 
liminary systasis dasign, and tha usar was quarlad whether 
they wara to ba deducted, and if tha quantity was correct, 
in tha case of diluted chemicals. Tha inventory control 
program, was designed to ba usad semi-monthly, and was a 
single-pass program which produced tha following results* 
1* It updated all inventory items, using supply 
orders, invoices, and re-orders within tha 
reporting period* 
2. A Master inventory report of all items car- 
ried, with number of transactions during 
tha period and last re-order data* 
3. A re-order list was produced for the user, 
but not automatically entered into the 
control system as another re-order. 
All three items were optional and were independent, so 
that reports could bo Issued without updating inventory 
and vice versa. The most time-consuming task on the part 
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of the fir* was establishing maximum and minimum values 
for aacli of tha items carriad in stock, and it continues 
to be an ongoing task to assign efficient levels of in- 
ventory. Because the inventory carries fewer than 600 
iteas and because all files used in the data structure 
were sequential, the entire inventory file is read into 
memory, where all searching and updating is done, and 
after updating, is written back to disk. The hardware 
choices for Johnson were Halted by two factors: 
Management intended to continue to incorporate BOP into 
its operations, Meaning systea functions and data base 
size would continue to grow} and, the systea would 
eventually be multi-user. At the tiae of the installa- 
tion, (Oeceaber, 1981) few micros had hard-disk multi- 
user systea expansion capabilities, but among those who 
did were Altos, Croaeaco and IMS. After getting bids on  V 
all three systeas, Johnson chose an INS 5000, a 5-inch 
minifloppy systea for which a 10-aegabyte hard-disk 
Winchester systea was available. The systea included 
64K RAN, two drives, terminal, printer, CF/H operating 
systea, DataStar DBMS, and a BASIC interpreter, and cost 
about $5,200* Johnson personnel designed data entry 
forms and did initial data entry. 
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©PI chose not to complete systoa design work aftor 
getting preliminary cost estimates of systoa installation, 
and for that reason, no final systoa design was wade. 
The report of preliminary analysis to OPI indicated that 
direct systoa output of all news releases would not be 
cost-effective and as a coaproaise between cost and ef- 
ficiency, it appeared that direct systoa output of smaller, 
low-voluae news releases could be achieved. For the 
larger, high-volume news releases, systoa output would 
be restricted to a alaeo aaster, or soae other device 
which could be used on available printing equipaent. Of 
the nuaber of news releases each week, about half fell 
into the saall, low-voluae category and thus could be 
directly produced by an EDP systoa printer of the type 
originally planned for OPI. 
Quality's production control data base would even- 
tual fry serve a four-fold purpose: production control, 
payroll, receivables, and inventory control* But the need 
which Quality proposed to mmr^m  first was production con- 
trol, so eaphasis was placed upon the design of that data 
base, bearing in aind the ultlaate utilisation of it in 
other applications as well. Again, a record was structur- 
ed for eaployee payroll information and was called "Wage- 
rate. N Originally, the second and third record types 
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showed some redundancy of data items and as a result, the 
schemata for those two relations were re-designed to pro- 
duce nore clearly defined concepts, namely that projects 
be aore clearly separated Into a labor aspect and a 
Materials aspect* Hence, the second relation was entitled 
"Joblabor" and the third, "Jobmaterlals." The fourth 
record type was "Materials.** The record layout was thus: 
Wager a to (Howe* Soc. See, No.., Heurlyrate, Deduc- 
tlonl, Deduction?; 0eduction3, Deduc- 
tion*, 0eductlon5, Deductions, Deduc- 
tions, Code)9 
Joblabor (Haste. Jobnumbor. Date* Taskdescriptlon, 
Hours) 
JobMaterlals(Jjgjbiiujaber, Date. Oode. Weight) 
Materials(Type, Gauge, Unitprice, Code) 
To the four original data relations was added a fifth, 
**Job,** because it would ease report-generation require- 
ments, and that schema wast .. 
Job(Jobnumbor. Customer name, Hours, Material) 
The Job recordtype data would use the estimates originally 
utilised in the bid for the job, to allow the tracking 
desired by Quality, for hardware selection, the choices 
available to Quality were wider than those for Johnson, 
three months earlier, because many popular microcomputers 
on the market had brought out hard disk systems and multl- 
 -_  
The code would indicate the type of worker, sheet- 
metal or HVAC, and would be used to relate to a later 
record type for payroll. 
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user operating systems in the interval. Pin ally chosen 
was a Zenith Z-89, a Z-80-based ays tee, with two dotible- 
sided, double-density 5-inch disk drives, end a Centronics 
737 printer. TO be added to the hardware was a Z-19 
tereinal and Hayes Searteodesi for use by onm  of the 
Managers at hoae evenings when doing job estimates. 
The Pepys fire's accounts payable syste*, while in- 
corporating soste aspects of co sward ally available ap- 
plications proQgaanlng, suggested a sonewhat different 
approach — using separate files for each of the jobs, 
subcontractors, and vendors — to reduce file size, hence 
reducing any search tie* associated with file I/O. Be- 
cause a Major portion of the programing and operating 
effort would be spent writing to files, the decision was 
Made to use files of the randoM access type rather than 
the sequential type. Data records for the files would be 
quite liMited in length, with no More than four fields, 
so disk space could easily be conserved. The use of ran- 
doM access files ruled out coaeierclal DBMS software, 
since those progreas create, reed and write to sequential 
files and will write to only one data file at a tiMe. 
The first relation established in the data base was a 
table functioning as a "directory1* of all job, subcon- 
tractor and vendor files and used: 
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LlstOfame, number, Cod*)10 
The remainder of the record structures war* quit* similar 
in nature and included general attributes of date, descrip- 
tion, amount. The first record in each file is the bud- 
geted amount for a job or subcontractor. Because the keys 
in the "directory" became filenames, the only other key 
which could be needed Inside the relations is the date. 
The values assigned the attribute "description" would 
vary according to the file function; for example, in a 
job file it night take on as the value the name of either 
a vendor or a subcontractor, while inside a subcontractor 
file, it would be the name of a vendor and/or job. The 
applications program queries the user at the outset for 
the code, V, S, J or U; then queries for the identifica- 
tion number and responds from the "directory" with the 
name as a check. Because a single invoice grouping may 
be distributed among up to six accounts, the user is 
queried for number and amount and when input is complete 
for distribution of one invoice, the names associated with 
the accounts are displayed for verification. Again, the 
program is menu-driven, and upon report generation, 
delivers totals-te-date and percentage of budget to date 
for subcontractors and jobs. 
Cedes included P - project; S - subcontractor} 
V - vendor, U - unassigned. 
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IV. Observations and Conclusions 
In tha coursa of study for this thesis, tha author 
conductad a day-long sa«inar, on tha usa of stlcrocoaiputars 
in small businassas, sponsorad jointly by tha Lehigh 
Univarsity Cantar for Information and Coaiputar Scianca 
and tha S«all Buslnass Cantar. A record-high nunbar of 
attendees, 70, turnad out for tha seminar, and a follow- 
up avaluation tandad to confirm an observation tha author 
nada during tha study of tha six subject businesses} The 
Major pressing need of snail systems users and potential 
snail systasis users is one of education. Though 100 per- 
cent of those surveyed found the saninar helpful, a nean 
of 75 percent said they needed outside help in developing, 
buying and installing a system.   For the snail business 
owner/operator, there is almost nowhere to turn for ex- 
pert advice without a built-in bias} nearly everyone in 
the field is selling hardware or software and few of those 
interested in sales are interested in educating this new, 
large consuner group* Indeed, the plight of the Pepys 
firna is not atypical in the co-unity of snail business 
owners; buying the hardware first is backing into a 
solution (or a larger problem) and vendors rather en- 
"Computer Seminar Evaluation,M Lehigh University 
Small Business Center, April, 1982. 
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courage that approach. With tha ever-broadening advances 
in hardware technology difficult for tha knowledgeable to 
absorb, tha problem of kaaping paca becomes nearly in- 
surmountable for tha naophyta who also has time con- 
straints on his/her education in the field. One partial 
solution to the education problem is user groups, of which 
there are Many; but that solution begs the question — the 
user groups are organised primarily by hardware ownership, 
hence membership presumes a hardware selection already has 
been made. For the short tare, the potential small system 
user has essentially two choices: 1) self-education 
through seminars, texts and demonstrations, or; 2) paying 
an "expert** to provide the information needed to make a 
sound decision. Unfortunately, many persons billing 
themselves as experts in the field have direct ties to 
vendors or are, in fact, vendors* 
If sources of good information are lacking in the 
field, existing documentation for commercial software 
merely adds to the problem of the new user. Users' 
manuals are filled with Jargon, are unclear, incomplete 
and sometimes inaccurate, and an attempt to fully 
evaluate software by a careful reading of the user's 
manual will in most cases be a futile effort. A clear 
statement of what a given software package can do and 
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what it cannot do would contribute immeasurably to the 
education of now and oxporiancad users alike. 
With continuing advances in hardware* software and 
firmware, tha notion of piecemeal microcomputer applica- 
tions is evolving toward the concept of a total system 
design. Nearly all of the businesses studied for this 
thesis began their experiences with microcomputers based 
on a perceived need for applications in one area) as 
user knowledge became enhanced* so did the awareness 
that the computer is part of a larger system, the in- 
formation system of an organisation. Only as that 
awareness spreads can the small business make the most 
effective use of this most powerful tool. 
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Questionnaire Used in Study (Typical)* 
1. What is your position/title? 
2. Who is your immediate superlor/boss? 
3. Describe the work/tasks you perform and estimate the 




d) Less often than monthly 
4. What forns do you use in each of these tasks? 





d) Less often 
6. Which files do you use in your work? 
a) As sources of information 
b) For storage of your fores and reports 
7. How do you feel about the use of the computer in your 
job? Do you feel it would be helpful, or that you 
would need sore time to finish your work each day? 
8. Have you ever worked on a computer terminal before? 
•This is of the type used in face-to-face oral interviews, 
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